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1. Read

2. Consider:

✓ Which is “research”  Why?

✓ What are our assumptions about research?

✓ How did reading these make you feel?

✓ How do you feel, thinking about them as “research”?
What is autoethnography?
reflexivity
Rick

wakefulness
BiblioBob and The Empiricists of DOOM!

Another in the BiblioBob Adventure Series
AE has turned me into a zine creator!

MARCH 11, 2016  BOB SCHROEDER

From the department of “This is your brain on AE” I’ve come up with a zine, that in 12 pages somehow captures (I hope) some of my story so far.

A note – this is my “handout” for a panel presentation at the NEMLA conference in Hartford CT next week. I’m presenting on my research so far into the conundrum of evaluative criteria in autoethnographic research. I’m hoping to make it performative in that I’ll get volunteers from the audience to read the pages & I’ll, Greek chorus-like, will add a few prophetic bits in between.
is it easy?
ethics  honesty  identity  memory
wait!

what about...
objectivity?
generalizability?
Your thoughts?
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